A Versatile Assay for High-Throughput Gene Expression Profiling on Universal Array Matrices
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We report a flexible, sensitive, and quantitative gene-expression profiling system for assaying more than 400 genes, with three probes per gene, for 96 samples in parallel. The cDNA-mediated annealing, selection, extension and ligation (DASL) assay targets specific transcripts, using oligonucleotides containing unique address sequences that can hybridize to universal arrays. Cell-specific gene expression profiles were obtained using this assay for hormone-treated cell lines and laser-capture microdissected cancer tissues. Gene expression profiles derived from this assay were consistent with those determined by qRT-PCR. The DASL assay has been automated for use with a bead-based 96-array matrix system. The combined high-throughput assay and readout system is accurate and efficient, and can cost-effectively profile the expression of hundreds of genes in thousands of samples.

Microarray technology has been widely used in large-scale genomic research, especially in whole-genome gene expression profiling (Lockhart et al. 1996; Lipshutz et al. 1999; Hughes et al. 2001; Holloway et al. 2002; Nuwayser et al. 2002). Comparison of gene expression patterns in different cell types, developmental stages, and disease states should enable the discovery of characteristic gene-expression patterns that can be associated with functionally important states. For example, microarray-based tumor classification (Golub et al. 1999; Perou et al. 2000; Welsh et al. 2001), as well as treatment response and clinical outcome prediction (Dhanasekaran et al. 2001; West et al. 2001; van’t Veer et al. 2002) have been demonstrated in many cancer types. Now, the challenges are in validating molecular profiles derived from genome-wide microarray experiments in large clinical sample sets, and translating these findings to the clinic (Chuaqui et al. 2002). Such a transition would have profound implications for both basic research and clinical medicine, but is currently hampered by a lack of suitable technologies. Whole-genome arrays are expensive and cumbersome for large numbers of samples. Although quantitative RT–PCR (qRT-PCR) has been in routine use to assay one or a few genes, more flexible and high-throughput validation approaches are required to enable the screening of hundreds of potential biomarkers in large sets of clinical samples.

We previously developed a ligation-based RNA assay for parallel analysis of ∼100 mRNA splicing variants (Yeakley et al. 2002). The assay, dubbed RASL (for RNA-mediated annealing, selection, and ligation), permits analysis of mRNA transcripts without prior RNA purification or cDNA synthesis. Here, we describe improvements to the RASL assay for broader RNA-profiling applications. The new DASL assay differs in important respects from the RASL assay. First, the DASL assay converts the RNA target to cDNA, without sacrificing sensitivity. Using a cDNA template offered technical advantages such as enabling analysis of significantly degraded mRNAs, and facilitated the automation of the assay. Second, the DASL assay uses locus-specific oligonucleotide extension and ligation, which resulted in increased specificity compared with the oligonucleotide ligation scheme used in RASL.

The DASL assay is currently multiplexed to detect over 1200 sequence targets simultaneously, and is carried out on 96 samples in parallel, using a matrix of optical fiber bundles (the Sentrix array matrix; Oliphant et al. 2002). Because of its multiplexed assay format, universal-array readout, and high sample throughput, the DASL assay system fills a gap between the existing RNA-profiling technologies of qPCR and gene-specific oligonucleotide or cDNA microarrays, and is complementary to those approaches.

RESULTS

The DASL Assay

A diagram illustrating the biochemistry of the DASL assay is shown in Figure 1. First, total RNA is converted to cDNA using biotinylated primers (both oligo-d(T)18 and random hexamers). The biotinylated cDNA is then attached to a streptavidin solid support and assay oligonucleotides are annealed to their target sequences in the cDNA. A pair of oligonucleotides is annealed to each target site. Three to 10 sites are targeted per gene, and up to 1536 oligonucleotide pairs are multiplexed together in a single reaction. High locus specificity is achieved in two ways, first, by the requirement that both members of an oligonucleotide pair must hybridize in close proximity for an assay signal to be generated, and second, by the removal of excess and mishybridized oligonucleotides by washing after the annealing step.

Annealed upstream oligonucleotides are extended and ligated to their corresponding downstream oligonucleotides to create PCR templates that can be amplified with common primers (P1 and P2). In contrast, the RASL assay is based on locus-specific oligonucleotide ligation (Yeakley et al. 2002). We have found that locus-specific oligonucleotide extension and ligation increases signal-to-noise ratio (Abravaya et al. 1995; Fan et al. 2003). Another advantage is that placement of a gap between the
upstream and downstream oligonucleotides (typically 1 to 20 bases) provides flexibility in positioning the probes to avoid unfavorable sequences. Both RASL and DASL formats use one PCR primer pair to amplify all of the targets and generate amplicons of ~100 bp. This uniformity results in a relatively unbiased amplification of the PCR template population (Yeakley et al. 2002).

Impact of Multiplexing Level and RNA Input
To assess the impact of different multiplexing levels, we performed experiments with query oligos targeting 281, 665, and 1141 sequence sites. The lower multiplexed oligonucleotide pools represented subsets of the 1141-plex pool. Our results showed that all of the 1141-plex-specific genes were detected only in the 1141-plex reaction, but not in the 281-plex and 665-plex reactions, indicating that the assay is very specific. Consistent expression profiles were obtained with all three multiplexing levels for the shared genes as follows: 281-plex versus 1141-plex (R² = 0.95) and 665-plex versus 1141-plex (R² = 0.98). Currently, the number of sequences that can be measured is limited by the number of unique address sequences on each array.

We have systematically measured DASL assay performance as a function of RNA input. Using an oligonucleotide pool targeting 270 mouse genes related to immunological pathways, we assayed total RNAs isolated from two mouse cell lines, EL-4 (T-cell) and A-20 (B-cell). Assay performance was assessed at 1212-plex with RNA input at 100, 75, 50, 25, 10, and 5 ng of total RNA from each cell line. As summarized in Table 1, decreasing the input RNA from 100 to 5 ng resulted in a ~10% reduction (78% vs. 70%) in gene expression detectability and approximately two-fold reduction (95% vs. 41%) of genes for which smaller than a twofold difference could be detected between the two cell lines. In general, adequate performance was obtained with 25 ng of total RNA under these conditions.

Because the assay output depends on the relative abundance of the PCR templates (ligated query oligonucleotides), the minimum amount of RNA needed as input to the assay varies according to the expression levels of the targeted transcripts. Therefore, assay sensitivity depends on which transcripts are targeted by the query oligonucleotide pool.

### Assay Dynamic Range and Differential Expression Detection
We derived dose-response relationships by spiking different amounts of six synthetic RNAs into a background of mouse total RNA. The six synthetic RNAs were pooled using a permuted matrix experimental design, and each pool was spiked into a background of 100 ng of mouse total RNA. The six synthetic RNAs were transcribed in vitro from plasmids containing prokaryotic gene sequences (cat, cre, gas, lacZ, luc, and bta, respectively) with attached poly(A)₅₀ tails. The spiked RNAs were assayed along with the 270 mouse immunology genes (see above). The amount of the synthetic RNAs spiked into the DASL assay ranged from 1 × 10⁴ to 1 × 10⁷ molecules, with a threefold difference for a given RNA in adjacent pools. As a control, the bta RNA was kept constant in all pools at 3 × 10⁶ molecules. Each experiment was done in six replicates in order to generate statistics. This experimental design allowed us to measure assay performance with regard to dose-response and fold-difference detection over a range of target concentrations. As shown in Figure 2, the DASL assay has a dynamic range of at least 2.5 orders of magnitude (from 3 × 10⁴ to 1 × 10⁷ molecules or more), in which an average of 1.8-fold difference detection (range 1.3–2.4) was obtained with 95% confidence.

In interpreting these data, it is important to realize that the assay output for one target site is a function of the fraction of the amplifiable pool (total PCR template) that comprises that target. We use a fixed PCR cycle number for all samples, and the PCR reagents are shared among all amplicons in each reaction. As a result, the limit of detection for a given transcript in the DASL assay depends on its abundance relative to other transcripts being targeted in the assay. Given this caveat, data from RNA dilution studies suggest that the assay can quantitatively detect <1 × 10⁶ RNA molecules at ~1200-plex levels. If fewer targets are measured, better sensitivity can be achieved (see Discussion).

![Figure 1](Image69x570 to 309x729)
DASL Assay Is Consistent With qRT–PCR and Other Array-Based Analysis

Quantitative RT–PCR was used to validate the array experiments. The abundance of 22 housekeeping and cell-specific genes was determined in three total RNA samples (A-20, EL-4, and a 1:1 mixture of the two) using both methods. The DASL assay was carried out at 1212-plex and compared with single-plex real time RT–PCR with SYBR Green detection. Figure 3 shows the correlation between the log-fold differences in transcript abundance determined by qRT–PCR and DASL. Although there is some variation, the overall correlation between the two methods shows that the DASL assay can reliably report differences in expression between samples. It is worthwhile to point out that the logarithmic-fold difference in transcript abundance as determined by qRT–PCR was larger than that determined by DASL. This type of underestimating bias has been reported previously for both oligonucleotide arrays and cDNA arrays (Yuen et al. 2002).

In further experiments comparing the DASL assay to other expression techniques, we have compared expression profiles obtained with the DASL assay to those obtained with standard gene-specific probe arrays for the 270 mouse immunology genes, using a common set of RNA samples. Similar results (Spearman rank correlation = 0.83) were obtained with the two assay platforms with regard to the fold differences detected among the samples.

Cell-Specific Response to Hormone Treatment

To determine the sensitivity of the DASL assay to biologically relevant changes in expression, 212 human prostate-related genes (Dhanasekaran et al. 2001; Welsh et al. 2001) were monitored in prostate cell lines treated with androgen or a solvent control. Consistent expression patterns among the cell lines were observed in the technical replicates ($R^2 = 0.99$) and biological replicates ($R^2 = 0.98$). As shown in Figure 4A, there was no detectable impact of androgen on gene expression in cell lines DU-145, RWPE-1, and PC-3. LAPC-4 cells (Fig. 4A, bottom, left) showed a very limited response; four of the 212 genes exceeded a threshold for a significant difference (95% confidence limit). However, in LNCaP cells, 29 genes were down-regulated, and 44 genes were up-regulated as a result of androgen treatment (Fig. 4A, bottom, right). These results are consistent with the known insensitivity of PC-3 cells to androgen and the sensitivity of LNCaP cells to androgen treatment (Mitchell et al. 2000).

The assay intensity data were used to cluster the individual samples on the basis of their expression patterns for the 212 prostate-related genes. As shown in Figure 4B, differences in expression patterns measured in the DASL assay were sufficient to cluster samples from the same cell line together, regardless of androgen response (agglomerative coefficient = 0.98). For samples from the same cell type +/- androgen treatment, two patterns were observed. For cell lines DU-145, RWPE-1, PC-3, and LAPC-4, clustering did not distinguish samples according to treatment as is indicated by the insignificant cluster distance, that is, the Height shown in Figure 4B. In contrast, the androgen-sensitive cell line LNCaP showed a clear segregation. Furthermore, the LNCaP cell line was most similar in expression to the normal prostate tissue samples, consistent with published reports (Mitchell et al. 2000). Therefore, the results of the DASL analysis were concordant with previously observed biological differences, indicating that the assay is sufficiently reproducible and sensitive to sample differences to allow useful comparisons between biological samples.

Figure 2  DASL assay performance, dynamic range and differential expression detection. Intensity data from six synthetic RNAs (cat, cre, gus, lacZ, luc, and bla) are shown as log intensity vs. log RNA input (molecules) in the DASL assay. The RNA input is given as molecules of spiked transcript per DASL reaction. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of intensity values for six replicate assays.

Figure 3  Correlation of DASL with qRT–PCR. The logarithmic fold difference in abundance in pairwise comparisons between A-20, EL-4, and a 1:1 mix of the two was estimated for expressed genes in both the DASL assay (fold difference in array intensity, x-axis) and qRT–PCR (fold difference in abundance derived from crossover threshold, y-axis).
Analysis of Laser-Capture Microdissected Samples

We measured gene expression of the 212 prostate-related genes in laser-capture microdissected (LCM) human prostate samples to determine whether expression data could be reliably derived from such samples (Fig. 5). LCM samples containing different cell numbers were dissected from nearby areas of a sample of benign prostatic hyperplasia. For each LCM sample, three replicate experiments were carried out, each with independent cDNA synthesis, DASL assay processing, and array hybridization. Reproducible results were obtained from as few as 22 microdissected cells’ worth of RNA (R² = 0.97, 0.96, 0.90, and 0.94 for 176, 88, 44, and 22 cells, respectively). In addition, gene expression profiles obtained with 176, 88, 44, and 22 LCM cells correlate well (R² = 0.91, 0.87, and 0.76 for 176 vs. 88, 176 vs. 44, and 176 vs. 22, respectively). Further, 72% of the transcripts detected in the 176-cell samples were also detectable in the 22-cell samples. The two highest expressors in these samples were prostate-specific antigen and prostatic acid phosphatase, consistent with published reports (Mitchell et al. 2000). Varied expression levels were observed for these two genes among the triplicates with lower input (44 cells and 22 cells), consistent with the increased noise observed with low RNA inputs (Fig. 2).

Gene Expression Profiling in Degraded RNA Samples

The DASL assay uses random priming in the cDNA synthesis, and therefore does not depend on an intact poly(A) tail for T7-oligo(dT) priming (Phillips and Eberwine 1996). In addition, the assay requires a relatively short target sequence of about 50 nucleotides for query oligonucleotide annealing, suggesting that the assay may perform well with significantly degraded RNAs. To test this possibility, RNA aliquots isolated from PC-3 and LNCaP prostate cell lines were heated at 95°C for 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 min. The RNA was substantially degraded by heating, as shown in the Bioanalyzer traces shown in Figure 6. All RNA samples were converted to cDNA and analyzed by both the DASL assay and qPCR. The fraction of detectable transcripts remaining after degradation was estimated using qRT-PCR with three different primer pairs targeting ~180 bp fragments in the housekeeping genes EF1A1, TAX1BP1, and AGPAT1. As shown in Table 2, incubation at 95°C for 1 h resulted in the loss of ~99.9% of amplifiable species. The same cDNAs were used in a DASL assay measuring the expression of the prostate genes, and highly reproducible results were obtained, with good correlation between technical replicates (Table 2). More than 87% of the genes were detected in the PC-3 sample incubated at 95°C for 1 h compared with the intact RNA sample (Table 2). Correlation between expression profiles in intact RNA and degraded RNA samples was lower, with R² ranging from 0.9 to 0.6, probably due to different rates of RNA degradation for different transcripts. Very similar results were obtained for the LNCaP RNA (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

We have developed an automated method for gene expression profiling of >1200 sequence targets (400 genes at 3 probes per gene), for 96 samples in parallel. The assay has a 2.5 log dynamic range, over which an average 1.8-fold difference in RNA abun-
dance can be detected with 95% confidence. The assay is highly sensitive, permitting microarray analysis of <100 cells. Furthermore, the DASL assay on the Sentrix array matrix platform allows high-throughput monitoring of hundreds of genes in hundreds to many thousands of samples. We have used this assay for several human, mouse, Arabidopsis, and maize (Shou et al. 2004) studies, monitoring as many as 400 genes. In one Arabidopsis pathogen response study, gene expression analyses of 388 virus-responsive genes were performed on 540 RNA samples isolated from a variety of wild-type, mutant, and transgenic plants at different developmental stages. This study could have readily been scaled to thousands of samples, had that many been available.

In this study, we systematically designed 3, 4, 5, and up to 10 probes for various sets of genes, and assessed the effect of the probe number on assay quantitation. Our results showed that three optimally designed probes performed comparably to four or more probes with regard to their ability to detect expressed genes as well as differential expression among samples. Expression profiles generated with three probes correlate well with those generated with four probes ($R^2 = 0.99$). Further lowering the probe number negatively impacted assay reproducibility.

Three probes per gene also allow monitoring of probe concordance in reporting gene expression changes.

Several expression assays with similar features have been described, and the published results support the capability of the DASL assay to profile gene expression (Hsuih et al. 1996; Nilsson et al. 2001) as well as alternative splicing (Yeakley et al. 2002) and allele-specific expression (Baner et al. 2003; M. Bibikova, unpubl.). Compared with other expression analysis methods, the DASL assay is most like a multiplexed version of RT–PCR, in that both assays utilize cDNA synthesis and PCR amplification. However, DASL offers much higher multiplexing capacity due to the use of common PCR primers, and the array-based readout. A key aspect of the DASL assay design is the incorporation of an address sequence, so that labeled products can be read out on a universal array. This approach offers substantial flexibility, because changing the array content is accomplished simply by reassigning the address sequences. As a result, one can refine gene sets iteratively, if desired, because no custom beads or arrays need to be developed.

Another important aspect of the DASL assay is that its sensitivity depends on the gene set. Thus, the limit of detection is more related to the distribution of targeted transcripts than to
the mass of input RNA. Nonetheless, as a first approximation for ∼400 genes, the assay requires fairly small amounts of starting material; 25 ng of total RNA from complex transcriptomes is sufficient, significantly less than the 5 to 10 µg amounts required by many other microarray-based methods. This level of sensitivity should be sufficient for DASL analyses of RNAs from cell-based screens in 96-well microtiter plates. Multiplexed gene expression analysis has emerged as a viable and efficient approach for high-throughput drug target validation and drug discovery (Johnson et al. 2002). We are developing protocols for expression profiling of cell lysates using the DASL assay, and preliminary data suggest that this approach should be feasible.

Given the competition for PCR reagents in the amplification step, in principle it is possible to construct query oligonucleotide sets that exceed the assay’s dynamic range. For example, if a query oligonucleotide set targeted very rare transcripts together with highly abundant species, competition during PCR could squelch the rare transcripts’ signal. One possibility for extending the dynamic range could be a strategy in which normalization of differentially expressed genes’ representation is accomplished using different PCR primers for abundant transcripts. Our preliminary results using different T_m’s for PCR primers targeting abundant transcripts and varying the annealing temperature during PCR showed that this strategy improved assay sensitivity for the less abundant transcripts (data not shown). Of course, using such a strategy requires prior knowledge about expression levels, but if necessary, query oligonucleotide pools could be designed to accommodate vastly different expression levels.

Because the DASL assay targets specific transcripts, it should be insensitive to the complexity of the untargeted RNAs. Consistent with this idea, a cell-dilution experiment showed that cell-specific expression could be detected in RNA from a mixture of one cell in 100 using the DASL assay. Further, selective targeting of transcripts specific to one cell type allowed the detection of one cell against the background of 1000 cells of a different type. These data suggest that DASL can be used to detect and analyze different cell types within a heterogeneous mixture.

A particularly attractive feature of the DASL assay is its tolerance of RNA degradation. The input RNA can be degraded to an average of 100–200 nucleotide fragments and still give robust results (Fig. 6). We have shown that the DASL assay can be used on LCM samples. The assay can also be used on RNA samples isolated from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues, with good reproducibility (R^2 = 0.95; M. Bibikova, D. Talantov, E. Chudin, J. Yeakley, Y. Wang, and J. Fan, in prep.). Formalin-fixed archival tissues represent an invaluable resource for gene expression analysis, as they are the most widely available materials for studies of human disease. The ability to analyze gene expression in archived tissues will allow not only prospective but also retrospective analyses, because clinical follow up is already available. Therefore, the DASL assay used with the Sentrix array matrix may facilitate research in correlating gene expression profiles with clinical parameters, with the aim of developing biomarkers for use in disease classification and treatment.

**METHODS**

**Assay Probe Design and Test**

As shown in Figure 1, for each targeted site, two locus-specific sequences are designed for a T_m of from 57 to 62°C as described previously (Fan et al. 2003). Each target site is designed not to cross exon boundaries. Query oligonucleotides are tested for assay performance using a standard set of samples, including pooled reference RNAs (Stratagene or BD Clontech) for the species of interest. Serial dilutions of RNAs test the dose-response performance of query oligonucleotides.

**RNA Samples**

RNA samples were isolated from mouse cell lines (EL-4, T-cell and A-20, B-cell) and human prostate cancer cell lines (DU-145, LNCaP, and PC-3).
cDNA synthesis, the remainder of the assay was identical to the Illumina assay (Oliphant et al. 2002; Fan et al. 2003), using Illumina-supplied reagents and conditions (BeadLab User Manual, Illumina). Briefly, the cDNA was immobilized on paramagnetic beads and washed. For most experiments, 10% of the immobilized cDNA was processed through the remaining steps. Pooled query oligonucleotides were annealed to the cDNA under a controlled hybridization program, and then washed to remove excess or mishybridized oligonucleotides. Hybridized oligonucleotides were then extended and ligated to generate amplifiable templates. A PCR reaction was performed with fluorescently labeled universal PCR primers. Single-stranded PCR products were prepared by denaturation, then hybridized to a Sentrix array matrix (Yeakley et al. 2002; Fan et al. 2003). The array hybridization was conducted under a temperature gradient program, and arrays were imaged using a BeadArray Reader 1000 scanner (Illumina; Barker et al. 2003). Cy3 labeling was used for all expression analyses.

Array Image Processing and Signal Extraction

Image analysis and data extraction software were as described previously (Oliphant et al. 2002; Galinsky 2003). Briefly, each sequence type is represented by an average of 30 beads on the array. Bead signals are computed with weighted averages of pixel intensities, and local background is subtracted. Sequence-type signal is calculated by averaging corresponding bead signals with outliers removed (using median absolute deviation).

Array Data Normalization

Each oligonucleotide pool contains sequence types designated as negative and positive controls. Negative controls are designed not to have any significant complementarity to naturally occurring sequences. Positive controls are designed to target synthetic RNAs spiked into the sample fixed quantity. Two major algorithms were used for data normalization. The first, the cubic spline method, was used when the number of up-regulated and down-regulated genes was approximately the same for each point of the signal range (Workman et al. 2002). The normalization uses quantiles of sequence-type signals to fit smoothing B-splines. With the second algorithm, the positive controls method, normalization coefficients (a,b) were computed for each array using iteratively reweighted least-squares fit $y = ay + b$. Here, $y, y_r$ are vectors of intensities of probes corresponding to positive controls on virtual (average of all arrays) and given arrays, respectively.

Expression Analysis

Detection $P$-values were computed using a normal model based on signals of negative controls. For differential expression scores, we dynamically constructed an error model assuming that rank invariant probes ($<3\%$ in relative rank change between condition and reference groups) are not differentially expressed. In addition, probes corresponding to negative controls were selected as not differentially expressed. For selected probes, we defined a vector $S$ – of separation values for probes identified in the previous step. Here, elements of $S$ are defined as follows:

$$S_i = \frac{|\mu_{ref} - \mu_{cond}|}{\sqrt{\sigma_{ref}^2 + \sigma_{cond}^2}}$$

where $\mu_{ref}$ and $\mu_{cond}$ are the mean log expression values for the reference and condition samples, respectively, $\sigma_{ref}$ and $\sigma_{cond}$ are the standard deviations, and $n_{ref}$ and $n_{cond}$ are the sample sizes for the reference and condition samples, respectively.

Table 2. DASL Performance as a Function of RNA Degradation Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of treatment at 95°C</th>
<th>0 min</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>10 min</th>
<th>20 min</th>
<th>40 min</th>
<th>60 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% RNA detectable by RT-PCR</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>53.02</td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation between technical replicates, $R^2$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation with undegraded RNA, $R^2$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of genes detected, compared to undegraded RNA</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $\mu$ denotes mean probe signal in the reference and condition groups, respectively. The $\sigma$ denotes standard deviation associated with $\mu$. When either the reference or condition groups contain replicate arrays, $\sigma$ was computed across replicates. Otherwise, the standard deviation of individual bead intensities carrying a particular probe was used. A score for an individual probe was computed as $\text{sgn}(\mu_{\text{ref}} - \mu_{\text{cond}}) \times 10 \log_{10}(\sigma(p))$, where $p$ is given by a normal model $N(\mu_{\text{ref}}(p) + \mu, \text{median of } S_i, r$ being the median constant, and intensity-dependent variance $\sigma_i$ being determined through the exponential fit of $S_i$ vs. $\text{median of } S_i$, plus a regularization constant, and intensity-dependent variance $\sigma_i$ being determined through the exponential fit of $S_i$ vs. $\mu$. To compute a differential expression score for the gene, we computed scores for all probes corresponding to a given gene, and reported an average score. In addition, we reported a concordance score equal to

$$\frac{|n_+ - n_-|}{n_+ + n_-},$$

where $n_{+/-}$ is the number of probes showing up/down-regulation. To determine minimal resolvable fold change, we used piecewise linear approximation of intensity versus concentration. Concentration levels were considered resolvable if corresponding ranges of intensities did not overlap.

### Clustering Algorithm

A matrix of correlation coefficients between array signals was computed. Agglomerative nesting was applied using the Agnes function in the R package with Ward’s method.
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